If Not You...A Civic Engagement Podcast

Episodes of this podcast cover a wide range of topics related to civic engagement. The first 5 episodes involve an introduction to specific civic engagement subjects and interviews with different folks who are living civic engagement in very different ways.

Below are links to listen to each episode in addition to a breakdown of the episode’s topics, a list of referred to concepts with definitions and sources, and some links related to the episode’s content.

**Episode 1 – The Importance of Storytelling with Mike Krall (21mn 53s)**

**Episode Overview**
Opening: What is Civic Engagement?
Interview: Mike Krall, Special Assistant to the President at Lone Star College-Montgomery
Closing: Connecting Interview, Idea of Storytelling, and Civic Engagement

**Episode 2 – Education and its Role in Civic Engagement with Michelle Palmer (22mn 22s)**

**Episode Overview**
Opening: Education & Civic Responsibility
Interview: Michelle Palmer, Geography Teacher at Avalos P-Tech High School
Closing: Connecting Interview, Civic Engagement, and Media Literacy

**Episode 3 – You Don’t Have to be Super Human to get Engaged with Diane Wishart (19mn 6s)**

**Episode Overview**
Opening: Why Should I Care (Personal Responsibility)?
Interview: Diane Wishart, President of the Monticello Civic League in Norfolk, Virginia
Closing: Connecting Interview, Personal Responsibility, and Self Care

**Episode 4 – Think Globally / Act Locally with Judy Reed Wells (16mn 59s)**

**Episode Overview**
Opening: Critical Thinking and Why it is Essential to Democracy
Interview: Judy Reed-Wells, Substitute Teacher for Carnegie Vanguard High School
Closing: Connecting Interview, Critical Thinking, and Social Problems

**Episode 5 – You are not Alone with Melissa Nolan (19mn 28s)**

**Episode Overview**
Opening: How to Discuss Wicked Issues (Civil Discourse)
Interview: Melissa Nolan, Head Producer for Houston’s *This Is My Brave*
Closing: Connecting Interview, Civic Discourse, and Deliberative Dialogues